We show that quasi-phase-matching of quadratic media induces Kerr effects, such as self-and cross-.~ phase modulation, and leads to the existence of a novel class of solitary waves, QPM-solitons.
be used to support solitary waves in x (~) materials, has therefore not been addressed so far? To do this we derive effective equations that include both quadratic ( x (~) ) and induced cubic nonlinearities. We use these to prove the existence of a novel class of solitary waves, QPM solitons. 0 n n n n n n n n n , z
FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of a crystal with the typical
We consider the interaction of a CW beam (carrier frequency w and wavenumber ku), and its second harmonic, as they propagate in a QPM x (~) slab waveguide, where only the x (~) susceptibility is modulated. The propagation along z of the slowly varying envelope of the fundamental, W ( x , z ) , and the second harmonic, V(x, z ) , is governed by the normalized equations (see [1,2]) square QPM modulation of the nonlinearity.
where p=Aklk,lx~ is proportional to the mismatch Ak=2kW-k2,. Walk-off is neglected; it is usually not present in QPM media, since perpendicular or parallel polarization states can be used. The transverse cocrdi- nate 2 is measured in units of the normalization parameter 2 0 , and z in units of the diffraction length Zd=z;[k,I.
The periodic modulation of the x(2) susceptibility is described by the grating function d(z) with amplitude l and domain length (see Fig. 1 ). Expanding d(z) in a Fourier series, d ( z ) = C n d,einKz, and making the transformation (W, V)=(w, ve2pz), we obtain id,w + 2d;w
where fl=P-rc. Assuming the most efficient QPM of the first order, KXP, the effective mismatch P is of order one or less (ideally 0), even though ,8 might be large itself.
Equations (2) include coefficients that are periodically varying with the period ~x / K . Thus the dynamics can be adequately described by averaged equations, if K is sufficiently large. We consider therefore ~w P > > l , and expand the fields in Fourier series, w = C n w,eZnK", v=C, vneinnz, where w,(z, z) and v,(z, z) are assumed to vary slowly compared with eznz. Assuming that the higher harmonics are of order or smaller, compared to the averages WO and WO, we then take into account only the lowest order perturbation in the equations for the harmonics, and derive the relations,
Inserting the harmonics (3) into the corresponding equations for WO and WO, we obtain the average equations
where y, p, and r] are all of order K-', and given by
with yn=dn-ldl-n, p n = d~+ l d n + l , and r]n=dn+ld-,-l. From Eqs. (4) follows the important result that the QPM grating induces an effective cubic nonlinearity in the form of self-and cross-phase modulation (SPM and CPM). However, the CPM term does not appear for the second harmonic, making the localized solutions and the system dynamics be different from earlier analyzed cases of competing nonlinearities [4] .
In many physical applications the QPM grating is well approximated by the square function depicted in Fig. 1 We have numerically found the solutions (6) for the coefficients that correspond to the square grating. In Fig. 2 we show the characteristic quantities for &=lo, compared with the results from the zero-order approximation (y=O). From the ratio of the peak intensities in Fig. 2a , the cubic correction terms are seen to have a significant effect. In the zero-order approximation this ratio is a constant for P=O, which we find numerically to be 0.6865. However, in the QPM system with the induced Kerr effects (y#O), this ratio tends to x2/18yA for A>1. From Fig. 2b we see that there is a power threshold for the existence of solitons for negative 8, which occurs close to the cut-off at A=max{O, -p/2}. The induced Kerr effects are seen to increase this threshold power. Fig. 3a , deviates clearly from the prediction of the zero-order approximation (y=O), but is in excellent agreement with the theory that takes into account the induced Kerr effect. Also the measured max. and min. values, shown in Fig. 3b , are in perfect agreement with our theory.
In conclusion, we have shown that self-guided beams in QPM x (~) slab waveguides are strongly influenced by induced Kerr effects, such as SPM and CPM. We have numerically found the new families of rapidly oscillating, spatial solitary waves in the physically relevant regime of the QPM domain length and the phase-mismatch.
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